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ErgONOmicallY rEducEs  
iNjurY risK OpEratiNg  
trailEr laNdiNg gEar
The Sixth Wheel permits the operator  
to use an ergonomically-correct posture, 
utilizing body weight while reducing  
muscle exertion. The Sixth Wheel is  
a proven solution preferred by 80%  
of drivers in actual use tests. 

a cOst EffEctivE sOlutiON  
fOr risiNg WOrKEr 
cOmpENsatiON ExpENsEs
A single shoulder surgery is an estimated 
$42,000. Eliminating just one shoulder  
injury could provide enough savings  
to outfit an entire fleet of trailers with  
Sixth Wheel ratchets.

tHErE’s ONlY ONE sixtH WHEEl
Don’t be fooled by knock-offs.  
Look for US Patent 7,021,659 stamped  
on all authentic Sixth Wheel units.

dEsigNEd tO fit  
all staNdard gEar
The Sixth Wheel ratchet crank handle  
fits all trailers and all standard landing gear.

sElf-lOcKiNg sEcuritY cap  
madE Of HardENEd stEEl
The Sixth Wheel is secured by a self-locking 
pin and cap that can only be removed by  
using heavy duty shop equipment.

staNdard craNK  
requires a full-circle motion. 
This puts the operator in  
unsafe postures while exerting 
extremely high forces.

tHE sixtH WHEEl 
utilizes a ratcheting mechanism 
that allows the operator exert  
more force while decreasing  
awkward and unsafe postures.

13" (330 mm) Round Hole RatcHet SHown  
(Part # 34902R132P) 
Other sizes available.
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ICSAccording to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, the trucking industry continues  

to be among the leading industries for the most lost work days per injury. 1, 2

raising and lowering the dolly legs of tractor trailers is one of the most hazardous tasks 
performed by drivers. When using high gear, forces required to perform this task may exceed 
100 lbs with an unloaded trailer and increase significantly as weight is added to the trailer. This 
force requirement is at the upper limit of average strength capabilities.3,4,5 When individuals are 
performing tasks at or above their safe strength capabilities, injury risk increases significantly.
The standard crank operates by rotating in a complete circle.  
This requires the individual to exert extremely high forces in  
postures that are biomechanically inefficient, significantly  
increasing injury risk.
The Dixie Industries’ Sixth Wheel®

 
utilizes a ratcheting  

mechanism that allows the individual to position the crank  
to allow for greater force generation, at all times. Muscles have  
a range, or an angle, in which they perform most efficiently.  
By changing the orientation of the crank, you are able to increase 
muscular force production and dramatically decrease awkward 
postures associated with the task. The dixie industries’ sixth 
Wheel® eliminates the awkward horizontal positions, as seen 
in image a, where it is difficult generate force in the direction 
needed to initiate movement. also, the ratcheting mechanism 
enables the use of body weight to exert force on the crank 
handle, reducing the amount of muscular exertion required.
The standard crank system for raising and lowering the dolly  
legs presents several ergonomic risks. Using the Sixth Wheel®

 

reduces ergonomic risk factors associated with raising and  
lowering the dolly legs of tractor trailers.

Ergonomic AnAlysis of  
thE siXth WhEEl® rAtchEt
Mark A. Heidebrecht, MSE, ACSM, CEA 
Board Certified Ergonomist 
Board Certified American College of Sports Medicine

dimEnsions

Product Code diameter in. 
(mm)

length (a) in. 
(mm)

34902R082P 1"  
(25.4)

8" 
(203.2)

34902R132P 1"  
(25.4)

13" 
(330.2)

34902R202P 1"  
(25.4)

20" 
(508)
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